This is a point.
Fonts are made of various points.
This is a segment.
This is a contour.
This is a **shape**. It is made of contours.
Glyphs are made of shapes.
And a font is made of glyphs.
BOR
Seriously better Béziers
Control the form, not just points

Balance
Tension
Tunni line & point
Control the form, not just points

Slide node
Adjust big-time in no time

Servant nodes
Nudge
Power Nudge
Nudge
Power Nudge
Power Guides

Magnet tool
Consistency and precision

Suggest snap
Consistency and precision

Guidelines
Smooth the bumpy curves

Harmonize
Genius node
Curvature
Eraser
Smart corners
Catch glitches

FontAudit
Next-generation drawing

Power Brush
Next-generation drawing

Pencil
Next-generation drawing

Rapid tool
Next-generation drawing

Pen tool
No more boundaries

Fill & Scissors
Always organized

Shapes: better components
Unlimited layers
layers
Font window
Metrics

Metrics expressions
humor
Kerning & Anchors
A few more things...
So...
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